Dear Rose,
I wanted to put together a letter to express my deep appreciation for the
many blessings you have provided to me over the years and hopefully to
assist others in finding you. (My way of saving the world)
I was inspired to come up with this testimonial;
Four years ago, I was scheduled to go into the hospital to have
surgery, a hysterectomy that would leave a scar from my pelvis to
bellybutton. I was terrified as was my husband that the tumour inside
me would prove to be malignant and it would mean cancer treatment
after the removal of the growth. My husband was concerned about the
surgery itself as I would have to be put under anaesthesia and might not
come through.
Rose performed a prayer over the phone, a couple days before I had
to go that for me, completely dissolved any anxiety, we surrounded that
hospital with light energy and it really helped my husband feel less
anxious about the procedure.
Needless to say, the surgery went off without a hitch and even more
miraculously the tumour was found to be benign!
As if that was not enough, two days after the surgery, Rose picked me
up at my home in Boston and I spent three days at her place in Hamilton
were she provided me specific healing and respite from this painful,
invasive procedure.( Anyone who has ever known Rose understands
what being in her presence does for you, She makes you feel heard,
loved, understood, and she pampers you like you are the most precious
thing in the world to her... AND SHE IS GENUINE !!!)
She gave me a crystal healing in which I was instructed to lay on her
portable table and she heated towels and placed crystals under me
cradled my head and did a specific angel prayer. It was the most
incredible experience I had ever had. Never before had I experienced
being in a nurturing environment of unconditional healing love! I will
never forget it and will never be able to express the full magnitude of
gratitude I feel for this woman for providing me this magnificent
experience. This session removed all of the emotional and physical pain
I was holding onto.
For the balance of these days, we did meditations, watched chic
flicks, laughed, cried, and healed. She did readings for me which offered
insights into my own deeply entrenched psychic blocks and she guided

prayers to help me release these energies and bring about the changes
that were necessary to help me to live my life more dynamically, take
responsibility for my own healing and become more whole.
I was on top of the world when I left Rose’s place. Since then, she has
provided me guidance through phone conversations, readings, prayers
and helped me to overcome some of my deepest fears that interfered
with my life’s fulfillment and dreams taking form.
It is my hope that anyone who needs ...might be given access to and
experience this woman’s truly extraordinary healing gifts, she is the real
thing! She oozes love...
Sincerely, Christina L. Shields (Sales and Marketing for Wabun Ahnung- Morning Star, newspaper
Student of Child and Youth Counselling at Mohawk College Brantford, Ont)

